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INTRODUCTION

The present discussion will be limited, for the most part, to consideation of the epitsaxial

electrodeposition of compounds Discusions of epitaxy asmcied widt the deposon o(dm

films of one element on a second element can be found in several references [1-31 ThU

homoepitaial elecmdepaiion of elmns although very interesting is relativdy mr

€oammon and will not be discussed has [2].

The electodepouition of a single atomic layer of an dement on a foreign denental

substrate, represents the limit in compound formation. Frequently, the first atmic layer of the

depositing element forms at a potential prior to, under, that needed to deposit the bulk element.

Thiis ps referred to as undepotential deposition (UPD). UPD is an importaM well

studied and reviewed area of electrochemical surface science [4-6]. In general, UPD results in

deposits one atom thick (an atomic layer), although the absolute coveage is fequmty some

function of the deposition potential. In some cases, the deposits can be thought of as resulting in

formation of a surface compound, such as when the adlattice has a well-defined relationship with

the substrate surface atoms (is comensurate), and has a specific coverage. Other system have

a less well defined relationship with the substrate surface atoms, forming incommesurate

adlattices with coverages which are continuously dependent on the deposition potential. Those

system might be better classed as surface alloys.

As can be seen from the literature [4-6], a very large number of metal-metal UPD

systems have been investigated. The metal-metal systems studied have nearly always involve

Reductive UPD. That is, an atomic layer is formed by reduction of a species containing the

element in a positive oxidation state:.
JI) Cu-2+2e" > Cuc,

for example, at a potential above that needed to deposit bulk Cu. In addition to the UPD of

metals, a classic Reductive UPD system is the hydrogen waves on Pt. ,T.he hydrogen waves

correspond to the reduction of protons at potentials above that needed to form bulk H. gas.
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Obsarved reduction caurrents are ascribed to the formation of a moolayer of hydrom atoms on

the Pt electrode surface (74].

Atomic layers of a number of elements can be foeII by Oxidative UIPD, as well:

(2) S" -> S(U) + 2e

for example, at potentials below that needed to deposit the bulk elemenL Most of the elements

which can undergo Oxidative UPD ae am trusition metals but main Stoup elmena sub as de

halides, (Cr (9]. Br (10], ud r [11D A. ummle el(O 4[12LS " [12,1331. S [14].mdTe'

[15, 16]), and pnictides (As* [17] and Sb"').

The structures of atomic layers formed by UPD have been readied using tecuiques

such as low energy electrn diffixtion (LEED) [183, scanning tunneling micrmopy (ST,) (16,

19-22], atomic force microscopy (AFM) (23-251 and X-ray scattering [26-301, as well as by a

host of other strucurlly less specific techniques In gal UPD deposits ae not epitaxial in

the strictest since. That is, well-orlered adlattices have been formed in a number of systems,

however, the atomic layers do not exhibit unit coverage and a (IXI) unit celL Close packed

incommensurate adsorbate layers have been observed, as have commensrat adsorbate layers

with specific coverages and well-defined adlattice structues However, due to lattice mismatch

problems and weak substrate adsorbate interactions, (IXI) unit cells, at unit coverage, are not

generally observed.

Most UPD systems that have been well characterized involve relatively noble metal& (Pt,

Au, Ag, Cu..), as opposed to the more common and reactive transition metals. The noble metals

are stable in aqueous solutions and thus more readily studied. However, metals such as Au tend

to have a limited surface electronic corruaion. This may account for some of the ease with

which UPD adlattices adopt inc structures on the surface of Au [29]. The

structuzes of the adsorbate layers appear to be more controlled by adatom-adatom interacons,

then by the substrate structure and adatom-substrate interactions.

The UPD ofalides on Au [11, 29, 30-35] vs on Pt [36-39] serves as a good example of

some of the kinds of behavior observed in UPD systems in general [40]. On Au( I 1), Oxidative

UPD of I* results in formation of an I atom adlattice. The coverage of I, however, is a

continuous function of potential. That is, as the potential is increased, so is the I atom packing

density (29, 30]. The I atoms show little tendency to register with the Au( 11) surface in one
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dimension. This is consistent with the low electronic corrugation, and that Au is an $ metal
(that it has one electron in the non-directionally specific outer s orbital). In the case of Oxidative

UPD of [ to form I atoms on Pt, again the I atom coverage increases as the potential increases,

however, instead of the continuous compression of the unit cell, observed on AgI 11). the I

atoms adopt a sequence of commensurate structures, each corresponding to a slightly higher I

atom coverage [36-39]. That is, at more positive potentials, the driving force for packing I

atoms on the surface increases until a phase transition occurs and a new cmmmrae suctur

is formed. This behavior is consistent with Pt having an unfilled d shell, and thus bds with

much more directionality than the corresponding An surfaces [40]. As mentioned above,

however, the I atoms do not form a commensurate (IXI) on either surface, as the I atoms are too

large to pack tightly enough

The UPD of chalcogenides differs significantly from the frequently studied UPD of s'

metals (Cu and Ag) and of halides, in that the chalcogenides tend to form more defined surface

structures, which are generally commensurate. In addition, the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions

between chalcogenide atoms are less like marbles in a box, as observed for the s' metals and

halides. The chalcogenides frequently show unique geometries with respect to each oter:.

dimes, chains [16] and small geometric clusters [41-43]. This type of bonding is not

unexpected, given the bulk structures of the elements themselves. That is, in bulk structures of

S, Se and Te, fairly strong bonds exist between adjacent atoms of the chalcogenide in a chain,

but fairly weak metallic interactions exist between the atoms in different chains [44].

The formation of oxides on metal surfaces is an extreme example of the directionality

exhibited by the chalcogenides in surface structures. Formation of an oxide monolayer on Au or

Pt generally results in a disordered surface. The lattice parameters for the oxide control the

structure of the oxide "monolayer". The oxide structure is incompatible with the metal substrate

lattice constants and thus with epitaxial registry. The critical thickness in oxide formzation is

frequently leas then a single monolayer, due to the lattice mismatch and the rigidity of the

bonding [45-47]. Further down the periodic table, however, reactions forming the

corresponding surface sulfides, selenides and tellurides, prove more flexible. UPD layers of

selenium and tellurium on Au substrates, for instance, are well ordered at the monolayer level

(Figure 1).
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The electrochemical formation of epitaxial thin-films of compounds is the next topic in

this discussion. Many compounds have been deposited electrochemically [48], however the

importance of epitaxy has not been the focus of most previous worL For example, an extensive

number of studies have been performed concerning the electrodeposition of JI-VI compounds

(48-50]. Over 150 papers have been published in the area, beginning as much as 30 years ago

[51, 52]. A number of different el _ tia procedures have ben applied, however the

majority of previous work can be charactAized as using one of two basic methodologies. Most

of the earliest work made use of a methodology where a metal electrode, such as Cd, was

oxidized in a solution containing a chalcogenide ion, such as S " [53-60]. This procedure

resulted in precipitation of a thin-film of CdS on the electrode surface. Obvious problems with

the methodology are the need for migration of Cd*2 ions out through the films, or of S' ions into

the films. The films were thus limited in thickness, were polycrystalline or amorphous, and of a

generally poor quality. The second extensively used methodology involved the co-deposition of

elements to form stoichiometric deposits [61, 62]. It involved the use of a solution containing

precursors to both the group II and group VI elements, making up the compound. The elements

were deposited simultaneously, at a constant potential, from a single solution. In a sense, UPD

played an important roll in that methodology. To form CdTe, for example, a low concentration

of the Te precursor, HTeO*2, was used. The solution also contained a relatively high

concentration of the Cd precursor, Cd 2 . The potential was chosen low enough for HTeO*2

reduction to be mass transfer limited, yet high enough so that Cd UPD on the Te occurred, but

no bulk Cd deposition. In principle, no bulk Te should be formed by this procedure, as when a

Te atom is deposited, it reacts immediately with the ubiquitous Cd +2 ions. In general, however,

the results of this methodology were polycrystalline deposits, as well, often with very

convoluted morphologies.

The two methodologies, discussed above, do not involve mechanism that necessarily

result in the formation of epitaxial electrodeposits. The codeposition methodology appears to

result in relatively better deposits than does the precipitation methodology, however. That little

attention has been placed on epitaxy, can be seen in that in nearly all studies, using either

methodology, the structures of the substrates were ill defined. Reports of epitaxy, in the
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literature, for these systems, are nearly nonexistent (63]. The fact that the codeposition

methodology involves a significant overpotential in the deposition of die chalcogen, combined

with the low deposition temperatures generally used, keeps the mobilities of the depositing

atoms low and thus the fimMation of epitaxial deposits unlikely.

Single crystalline electrodeposits of many compounds have been formed, many using

electrodeposition schemes similar to the co-deposition methodology mentioned above. The

growth of single crystals of compounds el-etcmically indicates that hooeptaxi

electrodeposition has occured [64, 65]. The extent to which heteoitaxial ectrdeio

occurs is not as clear, however. Very little work [63], beyond studies of UPD, has been

performed addressing the heteroepit.dW formation of compounds elct caly.

Work in the author's group centers on developing methodologies for the epitaxial

electrodeposition of compound semiconductors. The basis for that work is the development of

an electrochemical analog to atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) [66-68], ECALE [49, 69]. ALE is a

method for the formation of compounds an atomic layer at a time. A cycle is used, where

atomic layers of the component elements are deposited alternately, in a cycle. One cycle results

in the formation of a monolayer of the compound. ALE was developed as a chemical vapor

deposition methodology (CVD), using a gas phase reactor, and the substrate temperature to

control reactivity.

The principle of ECALE is the same as in ALE, to grow compounds epitaxially, an

atomic layer at a time. In ECALE, however, UPD is used instead of the substrate temperature to

limit the extent of an elements deposition to an atomic layer. To use UPD to deposit each

element, Reductive UPD is used to deposit one of the elements, and Oxidative UPD is used to

deposit the other. In the case of CS formation [13], for example, the Cd is deposited from a

solution containing Cd a by Reductive UPD (equation {1 )). The solution is then exchanged for

one containing S ', or HS, and Oxidative UPD of S is performed (equation (2}). These steps

constitute an ECALE cycle, and thin films are formed by repeating the cycle. Ideally, each

cycle results in the formation of one epitaxial monolayer of CdS.

EXPERIMENTAL
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The hardware used in the formation of deposits by ECALE depends on the application.

size of deposit, and the number of cycles desired. Initial studies of new compounds were and are

performed using a static thin-layer electrochemical cell (TLE), such as that shown in Figure 2

(70). The cell has a 1.25 cm electrode surface area ad contains 3.2 pJL of solution. A series

of H-cells, glass cells equipped with fritted side compartments for holding reference and

auxiliary electrodes (Figure 2), are used to hold the different solutions. The tip of the TLE is

dipped into a solution and the thin layer is filled with an aliquot by capillary action. After

deposition, the resulting solution is expelled by pressurizing the celrs intior with N gas,

through two pin holes at the tip of the TLE. The pin holes are also used for ionic conduction.

The cell can be used to form deposits with from I to 10 cycles, with each cycle

consisting of about 10 discrete steps. Tedium becomes an important factor after about 10 cycles.

Most of the work performed with the TLE's has involved executing a given number of cycles,

and then stripping the resulting deposit as a last step. Conditions can usually be found for

stripping such that the coverages of the two elements can be determined independently, by

integration of their respective features in the stripping voltammetry. After about 10 cycles,

however, the features tend to overlap and it becomes difficult to assign the charge.

Thicker films are being formed, using a thin-layer flow-cell electrodeposition system

(Figure 3). The flow-cell deposition system is computer controlled to minimize tedium. In

addition, the flow-cell allows the solutions to be exchanged without loss of potential control.

The flow cell was constructed such that a variety of substrates can be used, and so the substrates

can be easily removed for analysis. The design of the flow-cell hardwarehowever, has proven

to be a critical factor in controlling the structure and extent of deposits formed.

The charaterization of ECALE deposits is being carried out in two basic directions: the

first involves the examination of the structure and morphology of deposits as a function of cycle

variables, such as: flow rates, rinse volumes, rinse potentials, deposition potentials, and solution

compositions. Those studies are, generally, carried out using the flow deposition system

described above. Deposits formed with from 10 to 200 cycles are examined for morphological

information using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), STM, and AFM. For elemental

information, electron probe micro analysis (EPMA) and energy dispersive X-ray analysis

(EDAX) are used. These techniques have been calibrated by dissolution of selected samples in
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HNO 3, and application of inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES),

together with a set of standards. Other characterization techniques are being adopted as die

flow-cell hardware, cycle program, and film quality improve. For instance, photoluninescence

is being used to characterize the optical properties and deposit quality (71-77].

The other direction characterization studies are taking is in the use of high quality single

crystal substrates, together with surface sensitive probes to examine deposit structur and

composition at each step in the deposition cycle and after each cycle. These studies =e

performed, for the most part, using an ultra high vacuom (UHV) surface analysis intrument

(Figure 4). The instrument is equipped with an antechamber where clean, well ordered surfaces

can be prepared and used as substrates in a standard electrochemical cell. Electrodeposits are

formed in this antechamber and then transferred into the analysis chamber without exposure to

air. The composition of the surface is examined using Auger spectroscopy (AES) (Fqure 5) and

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Figure 6). The structures of deposit surfaces are

being examined using LEED (Figure 7) and STM (Figure 1). The STM studies can be

performed in several environments, including: UHV, air, and in-situ (in solution). These studies

provide an atomic level perspective on the formation of deposits, a necessity when studying a

deposition methodology based on the formation of atomic layers of the individual elements.

ELECTROCHEMICAL ATOMIC LAYER EPITAXY

One of the problems with the formation of thin films by CVD is the homogeneity of the

deposit. The flow of reactants to the surface plays a major role in determining the deposition

pattern. ALE was developed in the belief that if surface area limited reactions were used to

control deposition, instead of the flux of reactants, more homogeneous deposits would result.

Epitaxial growth of compounds should be achieved if deposition is limited to a single atomic

layer of each element each cycle, avoiding three dimensional nucleation. As stated in the

introduction, surface area limited reactions in electrochemistry are frequently referred to as

UPD. The formation of high quality thin-film deposits using ALE methodology, however, is not

a given. There are a large number of factors that still must be considered, as they must be

considered in any other deposition methodology, for instance: the substrate lattice match, the

substrate temperature, side reactions, substrate cleanliness, and particle formation.
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The first steps in the development of an ECALE cycle for a given compound, are to

determine that the desired elements deposit at underpotential, what those poientials are, and what

solutions should be used. Figure 8 describes the basic potentials used in the ECALE formation

of CdTe on a Au electrode. Au electrodes have been used extensively as substates in the work

described here, as Au is an excellent electrode material; as it is stable to both oxidation and

reduction, and it has a surface that is easily prepared.

At present, there does not appear to be a simple way to use Reductive UPD to form the

atomic layers of both elements in a cycle, for compound film over one monolayer in thickness.

Figure 8 indicates that Reductive Te UPD can be performed at -0.2V (vs Ag/ASCI) from a pH 9,

borate buffered HTeO 2 solution. The strategy would then be to remove the excess HTeO*2

solution, and replace it with a Cd+" solution at -0.6 V, preceded by rinses with corresponding

blank solutions. Reductive UPD of the Cd on the initial Te atomic layer results in formation of a

CdTe monolayer (Figure 12) (16, 78].

Problems arise, however, if a second layer is to be formed by the same procedure,

Reductive Te UPD at -0.2 V, as the Cd strips from the first CdTe monolayer. The present

solution to this problem has been to work with the equilibrium described as Oxidative Te UPD,

(analogously to equation 2). In the case of CdTe deposition, a solution of Te " could be used to

form an atomic layer of Te by oxidation at a potential significantly lower than the potential used

for Cd UPD. In that way, the cycle would consist of forming atomic layers of Te using a Te2

solution at -1.2 V, and atomic layers of Cd using a Cd2 solution at -0.6 V. The CdTe deposited

would remain stable at potentials in between, facilitating film growth. The major problem with

this scenario, is that Te " solutions are very unstable, relative to S2' solutions, and almost

impossible to work with. The analogous formation of CdS is amenable to the direct use of S2

solutions, as depicted in the introduction (equation 2).

CdTe can be formed using the equilibrium between Te and Te, although in a somewhat

indirect manner. First, two or three monolayers of Te are formed on top of the Cd atomic layer

from a HTeO,* solution at -0.8 V. The HTeO2 solution is then removed, replaced by a

corresponding blank, and the potential is shifted to -1.2 V where the bulk Te is converted to Te2 .

The product Te2 " ions are then flushed away, leaving only an atomic layer of Te, bonded to the
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Cd covered surface. Te and Se atomic layers have been formed in an analogous manner in

ECALE cycles for a number of different compounds.

The general requirements of an ECALE cycle appear to be that an atomic layer of one

element is deposited using Reductive UPD while an atomic layer of another is deposited using

some form of Oxidative UPD. The elements most amenable to Oxidative UPD and compound

formation are S, Se, Te, As, and Sb. The II-VI compounds have been studied the moat

extensively. However, more work is presently being directed towards the formatio of m-V

compounds such as GaAs and InSb. The ease of oxidation of Al, Ga and In, however, we

problematic. The IV-VI compound PbTe is presently being studied as well. Table I lists the

compounds investigated, thus far.

The ECALE cycle for CdTe has served as a test system. A TLE was used to perform

initial studies concerned with identification of the substrates (79], potentials, and solutions [69]

that should be used. Those studies were the first demonstration of the workability of the

ECALE method, however only coulometric data was obtained. The experiments consisted of

performing a given number of cycles, and then stripping off the deposit. The Cd and Te were

quantified separately from the stripping coulometry, and the information used to determine how

consistent the coverage per cycle was, as well as the stoichiometry of the deposits.

The question of whether epitaxy is really occurring in ECALE is being investigated in a

series of atomic level studies of the relevant surface chemistry as well as by studies of thin-films

grown using the automated flow-cell deposition system. The thin-films grown with the flow-cell

can be examined using conventional structure and composition characterization techniques.

The atomic level investigations began with studies of the UPD of Te on the low index

planes of Au [15]. Table 2 lists the coverages and structures observed. The electrode used

consisted of a single crystal for which three faces had been oriented, cut and polished, each to a

different low index plane. The three faces were all parallel to a common axis, so that after a

deposition, the three faces could each be investigated sequentially, by simply rotating the crystal

about this axis. Te UPD resulted in the formation of ordered Te adlattices on each of the three

low index planes. Coverages were obtained from three sources: coulometry, AES, and STM.

Structural information was obtained from the coverages, LEED, and STM. Deposition on

Au(100) will be discussed below, as an example.
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Three different Te structures were observed, corresponding to different Te coverages on

Au(100). Two structures were formed at different reductive und noemtials, while a third

structure was formed at potentials corresponding to bulk Te deposition. Oxidative UPD of Te

was performed, as well. The first Reductive UPD structure was formed at 0.3V, and consisted

of a 1/4 coverage (2X2) structure (Figure 9). This structure could be considered epitaxial, in

that it was commensurate however the Te coverage was only 1/4 relative to the number of

surface Au atoms. The other two structures were commensurate as well, but again they did not

correspond to unit coverage. Deposition into the second UPD feature at 0.6 V (Figure 9),

results in the LEED pattern shown in Figure 7 and the STM image shown in Figure 1. The

LEED pattern corresponds to a (2X/10) unit-cell and a Te coverage of 1/3. The structure is

very different than the simple (2X2) formed after the first peak, as the Te atoms appear to be

dimerizing or forming chains on the surface. The bulk structure of Te, as mentioned in the

introduction, consists of chains of atoms, and this (2X/10) structure appears analogous [44], as if

the chains have been bonded to the surface with a 40% expansion in the Te-Te bond distance.

This same (2X/10) structure is formed by Oxidative UPD. Bulk Te deposition appears to begin

with the formation of a 2/3 coverage adlattice, with a (/2X/5) unit-cell (Figure 10). The same

LEED pattern persists as bulk Te deposits are formed [15].

Subsequent Reductive Cd UPD on any one of the three Te structures described above,

resulted in formation of a CdTe structure with a (/2X/2)R45° unit cell. That is, the structure and

coverage of the initially deposited Te layer did not dictate the resulting CdTe structure. The

clarity of the LEED patterns, however, were a function of the initial Te coverage. A proposed

structure is shown in Figure 11. The structure is consistent with the observed unit-cell,

identified with LEED, the coverages of both Te and Cd, and with STM images such as that

shown in Figure 12 [17, 78]. The stricture consists of a 1/2 monolayer of both Te and Cd. The

Te atoms have been drawn in four fold sites in the Au(100) substrate, while the Cd atoms have

been drawn in two fold sites in the Te atomic layer (Figure 12). The structure proposed is

essentially a (100) plane from the bulk structure for CdTe (Zinc Blende), superimposed on a

Au(100) surface with a 10% contraction. Similar well-ordered CdTe adlattice structures formed

on the other two low index planes of Au [17, 78].

The question could be raised: what does epitaxy of a compound on an elemental substrate

mean? It appears that, avoiding the strictest definition, epitaxial deposition has occurred in the
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formation of the CdTe monolayers, described above. The 10% lattice mismatch, however,

essentially guarantees that defects will form in the deposits as more cycles are performed and

strain builds. Significant degradation in the LEED patterns was observed after a second ECALE

cycle, for instance. In addition, there are inherent problems with trying to epitaxially gow a

compound on an elemental substrate, as phase boundaries occur at step edges (80-83].

The next questions concern the use of lattice matched andlor compmd mbraes. InSb

is an obvious choice for the formation of CdTe deposits as it s a compoun with mOnniay the

same lattice constant as CdTae. Au has been used extensively as a substrate in studies of ECALE

because it is a relatively well understood electrode material. InSb, on the other hand, is

unknown as an electrode material. The surface chemistry of InSb in aqueous solutions has just

begun to be studied, and those studies are necessary precursors to the use of InSb as a substrate

in ECALE deposition. Problem being addressed in those studies involve identification of the

conditions under which a stoichiometric InSb surface can be formed reproducibly in solution. In

and Sb dissolve at different rates, and at different potentials. It is hoped that bulk Sb can be

reduced off, allowing the development of a preparation methodology similar to that previously

developed for CdTe [84]. With CdTe, an oxidative etch was first used, resulting in the

formation of a Te rich surface, the Cd being preferentially etched. The substrate was then

negatively polarized, in order to remove the excess Te by reduction of Te' ". The net result was a

well-ordered and stoichiometric CdTe surface [84].

One of the important questions concerning ECALE is not whether a strictly epitaxial

deposit of CdTe can be grown on a Au electrode, but whether, given a well ordered lattice

matched substrate (CdTe or InSb for example), layer by layer growth occurs, and does the

crystal grow only in the vertical direction? Structr determination at the scale of a few

monolayers, however, is still difficult, especially when the reaction media is an aqueous

solution.

Thicker films are presently being formed using the automated flow-cell deposition

system described in the experimental section (Figure 3). SEM images of four deposits are

shown in Figure 13. A micrograph of one of the first deposits formed with the flow-cell, using

50 cycles, is shown in Figure 13a. The texture of the deposit resembles what might be expected
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if small particles formed in the solution aggl o rtd on the surface. Subsequent studies have

indicated that antUdisprp ordionation of Te " and HTeO" to form To nuclei,

{3) 2Te " + HTeO2" + 3H*-> 3Te +21I2O,

was probably responsible for most of the particle formed Rection (3) occurred in the

formation of early deposits as the Te atomic layers were being formed by direct re&d fm a

HTeO2" solution at -1.20V. At -I.20V, Te " was forming at the same time as the HTeO 2 Was

being reduced. The two ions were thus present in the cell at the same time. To prevmt recion

(3), subsequent depositions were performed as des'ibed previously. That is, a couple of

monolayers of Te were first formed at -0.8V, the solution was exchanged for a corresponding

blank solution, and the potential was lowered to a potential where excess Te was conveftd to

Te " -1.20V, eliminating mixing of the Te " and HTeO 2 ions (Figure 13b). Couparisn of

Figures 13a and 13b reveals that this relatively simple change in the ECALE cycle prop

resulted in a large improvement in deposit quality.

Some particles are still evident in the 30 cycle deposit shown in Figure 13b, however.

Films grown with 100 cycles, using the same program start to show the same kind of

morphology as depicted in Figure 13a. Attempts to optimize the flow cell hardware, have shown

the deposit morphology to be a relatively sensitive fimction of it. Problems with the hardware

appear to have led to accidental mixing of the reactant species. That is, the particles in Figure

13b appears to result from accidental mixing of Cd'2 and Te " ions, leading to homogeneous

precipitation and accumulation of the resulting particles on the isrfaeI. Imp NSvinae in the

pumping, piping, valving and face-plate design have greatly improved the quality of the

deposits, minimizing the mixing and thus the precipitation (Figure 13c and 13d). The only

features visible in Figure 13c are attributable to the Au foil substrate not to the 50 cycle depoit.

After 150 cycles, however, features due to the deposit are clearly visible (Figure 13d). The

morphology of the deposits in Figure 13d is distinctly different from that present in Figure 13a

and 13b. Instead of a deposit which looks like it was formed by the agglomeration of still

smaller particles, the surface looks to be covered with round buttons. Figure 14 is an image

taken with an AFM of the same surface.
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The term epitaxy definitely appears out of place in connection with the deposits shown in

Figures 13a and 13b. However, it is quite possible that the structures shown in Figures 13d and

14 are the result of layer by layer growth on a less than ideal substrate. Thee we a numbe of

possible reasons for the non-ideal morphologies. For instance, the subrat uned was a piece of

Au foil, with the extreme number of surface defects that that entails. There is the 10% Cdre

lattice mismatch with Au. There is the phase shift problcm [80"31. It is clew, also, that the

hardware has not yet been completely optimized. A small number of particles may be aefing as

nucleation sites on the surface. Furthermore, very little work has been done to optimize the

steps in the deposition cycle. Until the particles (Figures 13a and 13b) were minimized, there

was no reason to try and optimize steps in the deposition cycle itself. Present studies aebeing

directed towards investigations of the individual steps.

Over all, the use of ECALE to epitaxially electrodeposit compounds looks promising.

The hardware is improving, work on better substrates is progressing, steps in the cycle ami being

optimized, and a fundamental understanding of the surface chemistry is being developed.

ECALE is an electrodeposition methodology that shoult ovide for vastly increased comol

over the deposition process. As an euample, the graph in Figure 15 shows the changes in

coverage and stoichiometry for deposits made with 50 cycles, as a function of the potential used

to deposit the Cd atomic layers. The central plateau region (Figure 15) is an indication that

there is little variation in the stoichiometry or coverage over a significant potential range, as

would be expected for a process controlled by the surface area of the deposit. At the most

negative potentials, however, the coverage starts to go up, as the potential range for Cd UPD is

exceeded, and bulk Cd begins to form. At the most positive potentials, the coverages for both

Cd and Te drop, as no Cd appears to be depositing at all.
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Figure Captions, Huang et al. "FIGCAPSSAM"

Figure 1: STM micrographs of Au(100X2X/10)-Te structure, observed after scanning to the
onset of the second Te UPD feature and emersing. Height mode, V, - -0.5 mV, i- 5 nA.

Figure 2: Diagram of the thin layer electrochemical cell (TLE) used to perform preliminary
ECALE studies. A) TLE mounted in the H-cell and B) enlargement of the pinhole region.

Figure 3: Diagram of the automated thin layer flow deposition system, used in the formation of
thicker deposits by the ECALE methodology. Pumps and valves ae computer conulled md
regulate the introduction of solutions to the thin-layer cell. A potentiostat is interfaced as well,
and controls the deposition potentials.

Figure 4: Schematic of the ultra high vacuum-electrochemical (UHV-EC) system used to study
deposit coverages and structures.

Figure 5: Auger spectra of the Au(100) surface: A) following Cd UPD, B) following 1st Te
UPD, C) following Cd UPD on 1st Te UPD, and D) following Cd UPD on a 2nd Te UPD.

Figure 6: XPS spectra of Au(100) after A) ion-bombardment and annealing, B) 1st Te UPD, C)
Cd UPD on I st Te UPD, and D) deposition of Bulk Te.

Figure 7: LEED pattern showing the Au(100)(2X10)-Te structure following emersion at the
onset of the second Te UPD feature. 14.5 eV.

Figure 8: Potential diagram for ECALE of CdTe.

Figure 9: Voltammetry of Au(100) in 0.2mM TeO + 10 mM H2SO4. v = 5 mV/sec.

Figure 10: LEED of the (/2X/5) structure, formed after the 2nd Te UPD peak. 39.1 eV.

Figure 11: Proposed Au(100)(/2X/2)R4-CdTe structure.

Figure 12: STM micrograph of Au(100)(i2X/2)-CdTe structure. Height mode, V,, 173.9 mV,
k= 8.4 nA

Figure 13: SEM micrographs of four deposits. The conditions are as follows: a) Te atomic
layers deposited at -1.25V directly, old hardware, 50 cycles; b) bulk Te deposited at -0.8V,
followed by subsequent stripping of excess Te at -1.25V, old hardware, 50 cycles; c) Same as
(b) new hardware design, 5 ) cycles; d) same as c) but with 150 cycles.

Figure 14: AFM micrograph of CdTe deposit formed by 150 ECALE cycles, same conditions as
in Figure 13d.



Figure i.5: Graph of Cd and Te coverages, determined by EPMA of a series of CdTe deposits,
-ach forned by 50 ECALE cycles. Each deposits was formed using a different Cd deposition
potential. Cd open circles and Te - crosses. Filled circles represent the concenuation ratio of
the two elements, as an indication of the deposit stoichiometry.

Table I: Compounds formed with the ECALE methodology.

Table 2: Structures and coverages observed on the low-index planes of Au, after the
electrodeposition of various amounts of Te.
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Compound Semiconductor Formation By (ECALE)
Il-VI 0 S Se Te

Zn YES YES YES

Cd YES YES YES

Hg YES U

IV-VI
Sn P P P

Pb P YES U

i .V N P As Sb Bi

;a YES P

M P U
TI TiP P

P= Probably, but has not yet been investigated
U= Under investigation
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Feature Potential"' (V) Coverage'd) LEED Pattern

Au100) First UPD 0.20 0.37 (2X.2)

Second LTD 0.00 0.90 (,2X 5)R450

Bulk .0 .2X. 5 1R-5

Oxidative UPD -1.30 0.47 (2X10)

Au(110) First UPD 0.20 0.50 c(2X8)

Second U-PD 0.00 0.71 c(2X6)

Bulk -0.50 2.21 Diffuse (1XI)

Oxidative UPD 130 0.50 c(2X8)

Au(ll1) First UPD 0.20 0.48 '12X12)

Transition 0.16 0.64 (3X3)

Second LPD 0 i .99 Complex pattern

Bulk -0.05 3.47 ring patte

Oxidative LTD 1 30 0.47 ( 12X 12'

(i) Potentials are referenced to a Ag/AgC! made with IM NaCI
(ii) Coverages are given as xl'O tellurium atoms /cm2. These coverages are
based on the tellurium Auger current where a conversion factor of 5.03 X 10
was used.


